Kit Contents
Description

Part No

Pcs

Cable ties 3.5x190

8

Cable ties edge clip

4

4.5x190
Connector

4

Cancellation kit

4

Note!

Please note that this image is a general
representation of the product and may differ
slightly from your product.

Cancellation kit EDC, BMW F30

35020-03

Mounting Instructions

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
⚠⚠ Warning!

It is advisable to have an Öhlins dealer install
the Cancellation Kit.

⚠⚠ Warning!

If working on a raised vehicle, ensure it is
securely supported.
Front axle and rear axle:
1
Open the connector lock. Remove the standard
wire out of the connector. Use a correct tool.

Connector lock

2
Insert the completted wire with sealings into
the supplied connector. The pin position/
cable colour is not relevant. After this lock the
connector by bringing back the plastic part in
the picture above in the direction of the arrow
“Connector cover”.
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MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
Front axle:
3
Mount the front axle electronic kit with the
supplied edge clips and cable ties on the
chassis edge. Run the shock absorber cable
along the marked point and fix it on the original
wire harness with the supplied cable ties. Insert
the standard connector into the electronic
component connector until it locks.

Rear axle:
4
Mount the rear axle electronic kit with the
supplied cable ties on the wire harness.
Run the shock absorber cable along the
marked point and fix it on the original wire
harness with the supplied cable ties. Insert
the standard connector into the electronic
component connector until it locks.
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Öhlins products are subject to
continuous improvement and
development, therefore, although
these instructions include the most
up-to-date information available at
the time of printing, minor updates
may occur.

© Öhlins Racing AB. All rights
reserved. Any reprinting or
unauthorized use without the written
permission of Öhlins Racing AB
is prohibited.

To find the latest information
contact an Öhlins distributor.
Please contact Öhlins if you have
any questions regarding the
contents in this document.
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